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Satellite lines induced by electrons of near�threshold energy

in the x�ray emission band spectra of �d� �d� and �d transition metals

P� Jonnard�� I� Jarrige� and C� Bonnelle
Laboratoire de Chimie Physique � Mati�ere et Rayonnement�

Universit�e Pierre et Marie Curie� UMR�CNRS �����

�� rue Pierre et Marie Curie� F���	
� Paris Cedex ��� France

�Dated� July ��� �����

The L�� emission band ��d� �p��� transition� of selected transition metals of the �d series �Y� Zr�
Mo� and Ru� is studied under electron impact� Several spectra are recorded with electron energies
as low as �	 eV above the �p��� threshold� A satellite line is observed towards the high photon
energy side of the normal emission� As the incident electron energy decreases and approaches the
threshold energy of the emission� the intensity of the satellite line relatively to that of the normal
emission line increases� The satellite has also been observed above the emission bands of 
d �Fe�
and 	d �W� elements� In contrast� in the case of Ag� the above satellite line has not been observed�
Thus� its existence is common to all the nd elements having an open d shell� The satellite is
interpreted as due to a transition in an ionized atom having an additional d hole in its valence band
�nd��

� n�p���nd
�� transition��

PACS numbers� ������En� ������Dp� ���	��Be

I� INTRODUCTION

The high energy satellites of the x�ray emission bands
in metals have received little attention� These satel�
lites are due to transitions in doubly� or multiply�ionized
atoms� A two�electron excitation or ionization is gener�
ally described as a shake process� In this process� the
ejection of the second electron is due to the rearrange�
ment of the atomic electrons during the creation of the
core hole� The intensity of shake�up satellites vanishes
at the double excitation threshold and increases rapidly
beyond it up to an intensity saturation� at about twenty
percents of the parent emission intensity��

For molybdenum� we have observed a particular be�
haviour of the high energy satellite of the L�� ��d �
�p��� transition� emission band� � close to the �p��� ion�
ization threshold� the satellite is more intense than the
parent line� Its relative intensity with respect to the emis�
sion band reaches a maximumnear the threshold and de�
creases beyond� In contrast� for an excitation energy E
of the order of twice the threshold� the intensity of the
satellite is negligible with respect to that of the parent
line�
We show that this resonant�like behaviour of the emis�

sion band satellite is characteristic of the transition el�
ements� These elements have particular properties due
to the presence of an open d subshell� A high density of
empty nd states is present inside a narrow energy interval
about ten eV large� just above the Fermi limit� The d�d
low�energy excitations induce intense transitions in the
optical spectra� In x�ray emission spectroscopy� one ex�
pects these excitations to have an important role� when
the core�hole is produced with incident particles having
an energy close to the threshold energy�
Studies close to the ionization threshold have been

performed with monochromatic photon excitation� essen�
tially for compounds���� Satellites of the emission bands

have been observed but they have received little attention
because the spectra are complex close to the threshold�
and discussion concerns essentially the inelastic scatter�
ing features� i�e� the shift of the emission band with the
variation of the incident energy� When the incident par�
ticles are electrons of energy E just above the energy of
double excitation� the parent and satellite emissions are
observed simultaneously� Thus� their relative intensity
can be measured�
We present here an experimental study of the high en�

ergy satellite of the �p��� � nd emission band for tran�

sition metals with n � 	 �Fe�� n � � �Y� Zr� Mo� and
Ru�� and n � 
 �W�� and also for Ag� The excitation is
performed by low energy electrons� Importance is given
to the �d elements because the �p spin�orbit coupling is
large� The study concerns metals because they are sim�
ple systems with no charge transfer� and the densities of
their d states is well known� The relative intensity of
the satellite with respect to the parent emission is deter�
mined as a function of the excitation energy� E� in a large
energy range from �
 eV above the double threshold up
to about three times the threshold�

II� EXPERIMENTAL

The Mo sample is either a ���� purity plate� or a � �m
thick �lm deposited by magnetron sputtering on a silicon
substrate� The compounds MoO� �powder from Rh�one
Poulenc�� and Mo�Si� �powder of ���
 purity from Alfa
Aesar� are also analyzed� The Y sample is a ���� purity
plate from A�D� Mackay Inc� The Zr and Fe samples are
���� purity plates� The Ru sample is a metallic powder�
of unknown purity� from Touzart � Matignon� The Ag
sample is a thick �lm� deposited by thermal evaporation
from a ������ purity foil from Johnson Matthey� The
W sample is a � �m thick �lm deposited by magnetron



sputtering on a silicon substrate� The sputtered �lms are
prepared from ���� or better purity targets� The plates
are polished to obtain an optical �nish� All the samples
are glued on a water�cooled sample holder which is chosen
not to produce an x�ray emission in the spectral range of
interest�
The studied emission bands which take place from the

nd valence states are �see also Table I� �

� the L�� emission ��d� �p��� transition� for the �d
elements�

� the L� emission �	d� �p��� transition� for the 	d
elements �Fe��

� the M�O� emission �
d� 	p��� transition� for the

d elements �W��

For Zr and Mo� the L� emission �	d� �p��� transition�
is also studied to compare the behavior of the satellite
of this line with that of the L�� satellite line� The L�
emission involved the same core level as the L�� emis�
sion� but takes place from the 	d core level and not from
the valence band �see Table I�� For Fe� the L� emission
�	d � �p��� transition� is also recorded� In the Table I
are indicated the experimental values of the maximum of
the various studied emissions� taken from Ref� 
� and of
the binding energy levels� taken from Ref� ��
It is important to know for which electron energy the

emission becomes observable� i�e� which is the energy
threshold of the emission� This energy cannot be di�
rectly determine by reading the high voltage applied to
accelerate the electrons� because one needs to know �

� the work function of the cathode used to produce
the electrons�

� the thermal distribution of the electrons due to the
heating of the cathode�

� the o�set between the read and actual applied volt�
age�

We have determined experimentally this energy in the
case of Mo� by using the Mo L� emission which is the
most intense emission of the Mo L�spectrum� and has the
same ionization limit as the L�� emission� This emis�
sion is recorded with decreasing electron energies until
no emission can be observed� Close to the threshold the
energy step is 
 eV� This enables to determine the di�er�
ence between the applied high voltage and the Mo �p���
threshold energy within a ���
 eV uncertainty� This dif�
ference is added to all the electron energies� We present
in Fig� � some Mo L� spectra obtained above and below
the ionization limit�
The electron energies used to obtained the emissions

involving the nd valence states are presented in Table II
for the �d transition metals� for Ag� and for the 	d �Fe��
and 
d �W� elements� The electron energies are chosen to
perform the spectrum acquisition with overvoltages� i�e�

the ratio of the electron energy to the threshold energy�
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FIG� �� Mo L� emission for various electron energies close
to and below the Mo �p��� threshold ��	�� eV�� Solid line �
�	�	 eV� dotted line � �	�	 eV� dashed line � �	
	 eV�

between ���� and ����� In the case of Mo� some spectra
are acquired with overvoltages as low as ������
The analyzed thickness� i�e� the thickness which con�

tributes �� of the x�ray intensity� is calculated by a
semi�empirical model devoted to the modelisation of the
generation of characteristic x�rays in solids irradiated by
electrons�� This model takes into account the energy and
angular distributions of the transmitted and backscat�
tered electrons� the ionization cross sections by electrons�
and the absorption of the photons inside the sample� It is
specially designed to work at low electron energies �down
to 
�� eV�� and overvoltages as low as ����� The calcu�
lated values are reported in Table II�

It is well known that the reabsorption of the photons
emitted in metallic samples can distort the shape of the
emission bands� This is due to the strong variation of
the absorption coe�cient around the absorption edge�
located at the top of the valence band� In our study� the
electrons have a low energy� and they penetrate only a
small thickness �see Table II�� Then� the reabsorption ef�
fect is negligible� For example� in the case of Mo� we have
calculated that� for electrons with energy of ���� eV� the
reabsorption e�ect can modify the relative intensity of
the features below and above the top of the valence band
by ��� at 	��� eV by �� and has no signi�cant e�ect
below this energy� We have also veri�ed� at 	��� eV elec�
tron excitation� that the shape of the emission is almost
independent of the angle between the detection direction
of the x�rays and the sample surface� i�e� independent of
the distance travelled by the x�rays inside the sample�

The spectra are acquired with the IRIS apparatus��

where the sample is under high vacuum ����� Pa or less�
during the acquisition� The sample is irradiated by an
electron beam produced by a Pierce gun� Because of
the low pressure and the low electron current density
�� � mA�cm��� the samples are una�ected by the elec�
tron irradiation� This is veri�ed by checking that the



TABLE I� Data concerning the studied elements� and the studied emission bands and lines�

Z element emission transition energy �eV�a binding energies �eV�b

�d �s �p��� �p��� �s �p��� �p���

� Y L�� �d� �p��� ����c �

 ��	� ���� �
�� ���� �
��

�� Zr L�� �d� �p��� ������ �	
� �
� ���
 	��� ���	 ���

L� 
d� �p��� ���
��

�� Mo L�� �d� �p��� �	���
 ���� ���	 �	�� �
�� 
�� 
	�	

L� 
d� �p��� ���
��

�� Ru L�� �d� �p��� ��
��� 
��� ��� ��
� 	�� ���
 �
��

� Ag L�� �d� �p��� 

��� 
��� 
	�� 

	� ��� �
� 	��



d �s �p��� �p��� 
s 
p��� 
p���
�� Fe L� 
d� �p��� ����	 ����� ���� ���� ���
 	�� 	��

L� 
d� �p��� ���	

	d 
s 
p��� 
p��� 	s 	p��� 	p���

� W M�O� 	d� 
p��� ��	�� ���� �		 ���� 	�� �	�
 
���

afrom Ref� 
�
bfrom Ref� ��
cnot in the tables of x�ray wavelengths � determined experimen�

tally�

emission shape and intensity are stable during the acqui�
sition�
The x�ray analysis is performed with a high resolution

x�ray spectrometer working with bent crystals of 
�� mm
radius� The analyzing crystal is InSb ������ used in the
�rst di�raction order for all the emissions� except for the
Fe L emissions� obtained with a TlAP ����� crystal in the
�rst di�raction order� and the Ag L�� emission� obtained
with a quartz ������ crystal in the second di�raction or�
der�
The x�ray detector is of Geiger�type� working with a

Ar�CH� gas �ux� Because many experiments are per�
formed close to the threshold� i�e� with a small number of
emitting atoms and low ionization cross sections� the slit
in front of the detector is wide open in order to increase
the intensity at the expense of the resolution� However�
the relative resolution �h��h� is between 
�������� de�
pending on the studied emissions� which still allows� in
most of the cases� to easily resolve the satellite emission
from its parent line�

III� RESULTS

A� �d transition metals

�� Mo

The presented spectra are obtained by subtracting a
linear background from the original spectra� In the case
of the two lowest electron energies ��
	
 and �
�
 eV��
this was not possible because of the presence of the short
wavelength limit �SWL�� which manifests itself as a dis�
continuity towards the high photon energy side of the
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FIG� �� Mo L�� emission obtained with �	
	 eV electrons
�dots�� and shifted background obtained with �	�� eV elec�
trons �line��

spectrum� The background corresponding to these spec�
tra was acquired with �
�� eV electrons impinging on the
Mo sample� In this case� the electrons do not have suf�
�cient energy to induce the L�� emission� but the SWL
is present� Then� the spectrum obtained at �
�� eV is
shifted in energy to match the SWL of the spectra ob�
tained at �
	
 and �
�
 eV� and then subtracted from
these latter� This is shown in Fig� � for the lowest in�
cident electron energy� This procedure enables to sup�
press the structures in the background� which� close to
the SWL� are related to the unoccupied density of states�

The Mo L�� emission spectrum obtained with various



TABLE II� Relative intensities of the studied emissions of the
�d transition metals� E is the electron energy� x��� is the
thickness that contributes ��� of the x�ray intensity� The
overvoltages E�E�� and the excess energies� E � E�� above
the binding energy of the core level involved in the emission�
E� �Table I�� are also indicated�

Z element E 	eV
 x��� 	nm
 E�E� E �E�

�d I	L��
�I	sat


�� Y ���� ��� ��� ���� ��

���� �� ��� ��� �

�� Zr ���� ��� ��� ���� �

���� �� ��� ��� ���

���� �� ��� �� �

�� Mo ���� ��� ��� ���� �

���� �� ��� ��� ���

���� �� ��� ��� ��

���� �� ��� ��� ���

���� �� ���� �� ���

����a � ���� �� �

����a � ���� �� �

����a � ���� �� �

����a � ���� �� �

�� Ru ���� ��� ��� ���� �

���� �� ��� ��� ��

���� �� ��� ��� ��

�� Ag ���� ��� ��� ���� �

���� �� ��� ��� �

���� �� ��� ��� �

�d I	L�
�I	sat


�� Fe ���� ��� ��� ���� �

���� �� ��� ��� ��

��� �� ��� ��� ��

��� �� ��� �� ��

��� �� ��� �� ��

�d I	M�O�
�I	sat


�� W ���� ��� ��� ���� ��

���� �� ��� ��� ���

atoo small overvoltage to perform the calculation of the emissive

thickness�

incident electrons energies� ranging from ���
 to �
	
 eV�
i�e� only �
 eV above the Mo �p��� threshold are shown
in Fig� 	� The �rst series obtained with the most ener�
getic electrons� Fig� 	a� is acquired with a �
� �m wide
slit placed in front of the detector� The second series
obtained with the less energetic electrons� Fig� 	b� is ac�
quired with a ���� �m wide slit� in order to increase
the collected intensity� This explains the poorer spectral
resolution of this series�

In Fig� 	a the L�� emission� obtained with electron en�
ergies between ���
 and ��	� eV� are normalized with re�
spect to the maximumof the L�� emission� At ���
 eV� a
rather symmetric band is observed� It is related to the oc�
cupied �d density of states �DOS�� As the electron energy
decreases� a satellite structure appears about � eV above
the main line� and increases in intensity� This structure is
located well above the top of the valence band ��
�� eV��
and cannot be related to a feature of the DOS of Mo� At
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FIG� 
� Mo L�� emission of Mo metal for various electron
energies� �a� Thick solid line � ���	 eV� dotted line � 
��	 eV�
dashed line � ���	 eV� thin solid line � ��
� eV� �b� Thick
solid line � 
��	 eV� dotted line � �	�	 eV� dashed line �
�			 eV� thin solid line � �	
	 eV�

��	� eV energy of the incident electrons� the intensity of
the satellite is larger than that of the main line�

We present in Fig� 	b the L�� emission obtained with
electron energies lower than �
�
 eV� The spectrum ob�
tained at 	��
 eV is presented for comparison� The spec�
tra are normalized with respect to their maximum� At
the lowest electron energies� the normal line is not strong
enough to rise up from the background� With the elec�
tron energy decreasing� the satellite line is observed to
broaden towards the high photon energies� The large
variation in broadening observed between the spectra ob�
tained at �


 and �
	
 eV electron energies can be due
in part to an imperfect background removal� This may
lead to an overestimate of the satellite intensity�

In order to con�rm that the observed structure around
�
�
��
	
 eV is not due to the emission from the molyb�
denum atoms� which could be present in an oxide envi�
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FIG� �� Mo L�� emission obtained with ���	 eV electrons on
Mo metal �line�� and the oxide MoO� �dots��

ronment in the super�cial analyzed zone� we present in
Fig� � the comparison of the MoL�� emissions of metal
Mo and MoO�� They are obtained with a ���
 eV elec�
tron energy� Both spectra present the same maximum
energy� but the spectrum of the oxide is broader than
that of the metal� No structure is present in the photon
energy range �
�
��
	
 eV in the spectrum of the oxide�
This is also the case for solid solutions of Y�VMoO�� and
SrV��xMoxO��� and for compounds where the Mo atoms
are bound with ligands other than O atoms������ These
comparisons rule out the attribution of the satellite to a
super�cial molybdenum oxide or compound�

The intensity of the L�� emission increases with the in�
cident electron energy� E� following a law of �E�E������
where E� is the threshold energy� i�e� the Mo �p��� bind�
ing energy in this case� This is the classical behavior for
the normal emissions of transition metals��� The intensity
variation of the satellite line as a function of the electron
energy is shown in Fig� 
� The points are scattered be�
cause close to the threshold the collected intensity is low�
leading to a large uncertainty in the satellite intensity�
There is also a large uncertainty in the value at 	��
 eV�
because the satellite line is unresolved from the parent
line� However� a power law behavior with the same ex�
ponent as that of the parent line is excluded�

The ratio of the satellite line intensity to that of the
normal line is measured for the �rst series of electron
energies� except ���
 eV where the satellite is not ob�
servable� The corresponding values are reported in the
Table II� As expected from the di�erent power law be�
haviors of these emissions� the relative intensity of the
satellite increases with the decreasing electron energy�

The Mo L�� emission of Mo�Si� obtained with ���

and ���
 eV electrons is shown in Fig� �� The spec�
tra are normalized with respect to their maximum� In
this case� when the electron energy decreases� no satel�
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lite line of the Mo L�� emission as a function of the electron
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FIG� �� Mo L�� emission of Mo�Si�� obtained with ���	
�dots�� and ���	 eV �line� electrons�

lite structure appears towards the high photon energies�
If the satellite line should be present� the interpolation of
the values in the Table II would lead to a relative inten�
sity I�L����I�sat� of about 
� making the satellite easily
observable� The slight evolution of the Mo L�� shape is
probably due to a change in composition at the surface
of the grains of the powder�
The Mo L� emission of Mo metal obtained with ���


and ���
 eV electrons is shown in Fig� �� This emission
involves the same core level as the L�� emission but a
di�erent d level� lying in the core shells� A linear back�
ground is subtracted from the original spectra� The spec�
tra are normalized with respect to their maximum� At
high electron energy� a satellite located at high photon
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FIG� � Mo L� emission of Mo metal� obtained with ��	
�dots�� and ���	 eV �line� electrons�

energy is clearly seen� about �� eV above the parent line�
With ���
 eV incident electrons� i�e� below the Mo �s
threshold� this satellite almost disappears� showing the
opposite behaviour of the satellite of the L�� band�

	� Y� Zr� Ru� Ag

We present in Fig� �a the L�� photon energy range
obtained with the Y sample at a ���
 eV electron energy�
The Y L�� emission is not reported in the tables of x�
ray wavelengths� Indeed� there are two main lines in the
photon energy range� �

� the L�� emission �	p��� � �s transition� located
at ���� eV�

� the L�� emission �	p��� � �s transition� located
at ���� eV�

The L�� emission is only seen as a shoulder towards the
high energy side of the L�� emission� Some satellite of
the L�� emission could be expected in this photon en�
ergy range� but not with the intensity of the observed
shoulder� The L���� doublet is �tted by two lorentzian
curves� see Fig� �a� whose widths are equal to the sum
of the widths of the core level involved in the transitions
and the experimental broadening� By subtracting this
�t from the original spectrum� the �pure� L�� emission
spectrum is obtained� Fig� �b� Its energy at the maxi�
mum is ������ eV� i�e� about � eV below the top of the
valence band� whose energy is equal to the binding energy
of the Y �p��� level �Cf� Table I�� This determination
is in agreement with a previous observation��� following
a similar procedure� It can be seen that a satellite line
is present around ���
 eV� Its intensity� relative to that
of the parent line is indicated in Table II� The small in�
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FIG� �� Y L�� photon energy range of Y metal� �a� Original
spectrum obtained with ���	 eV electrons �solid line�� and �t
of the L���� doublet �dotted line�� �b� Treated spectrum ob�
tained with ���	 eV electrons �line�� and spectrum obtained
with �
�	 eV electrons �dots��

tensity structure seen at ���� eV� is probably due to an
imperfect subtraction of the L���� doublet�

The L�� photon energy range obtained with �	�
 eV
electrons is shown in Fig� �b� and compared with the
treated spectrum obtained at ���
 eV� The L���� doublet
cannot be observed with �	�
 eV electrons� because this
energy is lower than the Y �s binding energy �Table I��
The L�� emission is not seen because its intensity is too
low� This low intensity results from the small number of d
electrons present in the yttrium atoms� A rough estimate
of the L� to L�� ratio obtained at a ��� overvoltage leads
to a value of 	
� for Y� and of 	� for Mo� We present in
Fig� �b the spectrum after subtraction of a background
�tted by a polynomial of the second order� There is a
dip around ���� eV� which is not explained� A structure
is observed around ���
 eV� i�e� � eV above the L��
maximum� It is above the top of the valence band� at a
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FIG� �� Zr L�� emission of Zr metal� obtained with ���	 eV
�dots�� �	�	 eV �dotted line�� and 	��	 eV �solid line� elec�
trons�

distance comparable to that of satellite observed for Mo�
Because the parent line is not detectable� the intensity
ratio I�parent��I�satellite� cannot be determined�
The L�� emission of the Zr sample� obtained with 
��
�

�
�
� and ���
 eV electrons is shown in Fig� �� A linear
background is subtracted from the original spectra� The
curves are normalized with respect to their maximum� At
the two lowest electrons energies� a satellite is present� at
an energy of about � eV higher than the maximumof the
parent line� At the lowest electrons energy� the normal
line is not strong enough to rise up from the background�
As before� this is due to the intrinsic low intensity of
the L�� emission� due to the small number of d electrons
in the zirconium atoms� A rough estimate of the L� to
L�� ratio obtained at a ��� overvoltage leads to a value
of ���� Similar to the Mo case� it is seen that as the
incident energy of the electrons decreases� the intensity of
the satellite decreases slower than that of the normal line�
Because the satellite line is hardly detectable at 
��
 eV�
and the normal line vanishes at ���
 eV� the intensity
ratio I�parent��I�satellite� can only be measured in the
spectrum obtained with �
�
 eV electrons� Its value is
indicated in the Table II�
The Zr L� spectra� acquired with 
��
 and ���
 eV

electrons are shown in Fig� ��� They are normalized with
respect to their maximum� The behavior of the L� emis�
sion is the same as that of Mo � the high energy satellite
disappears when the electron energy decreases�
The L�� emission of the Ru sample� obtained with

�
�
� 	��
� and ���
 eV electrons is shown in Fig� ��� A
linear background is subtracted from the original spectra�
The curves are normalized with respect to their maxi�
mum� The same phenomena observed for Mo� Y� and Zr
takes place when the electron energy decreases � a satel�
lite appears towards the high photon energy side of the
normal line� and its relative intensity increases� In this
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FIG� ��� Zr L� emission of Zr metal� obtained with ���	 eV
�dots�� and 	��	 eV �line� electrons�
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FIG� ��� Ru L�� emission of Ru metal� obtained with ���	 eV
�dots�� 
��	 eV �dotted line�� and �	�	 eV �solid line� elec�
trons�

case� the resolution is poor� and the satellite emission
is not resolved from the parent line� However� by con�
sidering the spectrum obtained with the most energetic
electrons as free of satellite� the position and intensity
of the satellite has been determined on the spectra ob�
tained with ���
 eV and 	��
 eV electrons� Then� the
satellite line lies ��
 eV higher than the emission band
maximum� and the intensity ratios I�parent��I�satellite�
are indicated in the Table II�

The L�� emission of the Ag sample� obtained with
�
�
� 	��
� and 	
�
 eV electrons is shown in Fig� ��� A
linear background is subtracted from the original spectra�
The curves are normalized with respect to their maxi�
mum� Contrary to what happens with the previously
studied �d elements� there is no appearance of a struc�
ture towards the high photon energy of the normal line
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FIG� ��� Ag L�� emission of Ag metal� obtained with 
	�	 eV
�dots�� 
�	 eV �dotted line�� and 	�	 eV �solid line� elec�
trons�

when the incident electron energy is decreasing� It should
be noted that� like the other studied �d elements� the in�
tensity of the Ag L� emission satellite decreases with the
decreasing electron energy���

B� 
d transition metals �Fe�

The L� and L� emissions from the Fe sample is shown
in the Fig� �	� The spectra obtained with various elec�
tron energies ranging between �
�� eV and ��	 eV are
normalized with respect to their maximum� In the spec�
trum obtained at �
�� eV� the L� emission is located at
��
 eV� and the L� emission at ��� eV� The spectrum is
considered to be that of Fe metal� because of the large
emissive thickness� By decreasing the electron energy� it
is observed that the maximum of the L� emission shifts
and broadens towards the high photon energies� as re�
ported in Table III� The same kind of broadening� but
less pronounced� is observed for the L� emission�
From the small analyzed thickness with the less ener�

getic electrons� one could expect the metal to be oxidized
at its surface� and the evolution of the L� and L� spec�
tra to be due to a contribution of a super�cial iron oxide�
Indeed� when the oxidation degree of the iron atoms in�
creases� a shift and a broadening of the L� emission are
observed�� in the same way as those in our experiment
as a function of the electron energy� This is studied by
comparing the variations of the maximum and the width
of the L� emission� and of the L��L� intensity ratio �Ta�
ble III�� for the present experiment� and for Fe� FeO� and
Fe�O� from the literature��� It can be seen that the mag�
nitude of the shift and broadening of the L� emission as
well as the L� to L� intensity ratio are not compatible
in the two experiments� see Table III� This de�nitively
rules out the oxidation explanation� Only the variation
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FIG� �
� Fe L� and L� emissions of Fe metal� obtained
with �	�� eV �thin solid line�� ���� eV �dotted line�� ��� eV
�dashedline�� 	� eV �thick solid line�� and �
 eV �dots� elec�
trons�

of width and intensity between the two lowest electron
energies may suggest an oxidation of the iron surface�
In order to determine the intensity of the satellite emis�

sion� the L� spectrum obtained at �
�� eV� and consid�
ered without satellite� is �tted to the low photon energy
side of the spectra obtained with the lowest electron ener�
gies� as done in Ref� ��� The �tted pure spectrum is then
subtracted� and the surface under the remaining satellite
is measured� The corresponding values are reported in
Table II� This procedure also allows to determine that
the satellite lies about 	�
 eV above the normal line�

C� 	d transition metals �W�

The M�O� emission from the W sample is shown in the
Fig� ��� The spectra are obtained with 

�
 and ���
 eV
electrons� The intensity of this emission band is so weak
that it was not possible to obtain a su�cient intensity
with an overvoltage below ���� A polynomial of the sec�
ond degree� representing the background� is subtracted�
The spectra are normalized with respect to the maxi�
mum of the M�O� emission� which is observed around
���
 eV� On the spectrum obtained at 

�
 eV� a satel�
lite is observed about �
 eV above the normal emission
band� When the incident electron energy decreases� both
parent and satellite emissions are observed but the rel�
ative intensity of the satellite increases� The intensity
ratios I�parent��I�sat� are indicated in the Table II�

IV� DISCUSSION

For the type of experiments described above� the �d
transition metals are optimal� For the 	d elements� the



TABLE III� Photon energy shift of the maximum of the L� emission� �h�� variation of the full width at half maximum of the
L� line� �FWHM� and variation of the relative intensity of the L� and L� emissions� �I�L���I�L��� of Fe metal as a function
of the incident electron energy� The parameters indicate the variation with respect to the spectrum obtained at �	�� eV� For
the oxides excited by synchrotron radiation� the parameters indicate the variation with respect to Fe metal�

Electron energy �eV� �h� �eV� �FWHM �I�L���I�L��

�	�� � � �

���� ���� ���� ����

��� ���� ���� ����

	� ���� �
�� ����

�
 �
�� ���	 ����

Photon excitation

	� eV synchrotron radiation

Fea � � �

FeOa ���� ���� ���	

Fe�O�
a ���� ���
 ���	

afrom Ref� �
�
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FIG� ��� W M�O� emission of W metal� obtained with
���	 eV �dashed�dotted line�� and 		�	 eV �solid line� elec�
trons�

satellite is relatively close to the parent emission band
and di�cult to resolve� For the 
d elements� both the
emission band and its satellite are very weak� Therefore�
most of our results concerns the �d elements�
The high energy satellite of the emission bands shows

the same resonant�like behaviour near the threshold� for
all the transition elements studied in the present work�
For the L� emissions� which involve an inner d subshell�
the satellite does not show the intensity enhancement at
the threshold� For Ag� which has no open d subshell� the
satellite is not observed�
For the �d transition elements� we have observed that

the intensity of the satellite with respect to that of the
parent line increases when the incident electron energy
decreases below the �s and �p��� ionization limits� This
clearly indicates that the initial state of the satellite is

not obtained from a Coster�Kronig process involving the
�s or �p��� levels �Table I�� The di�erences� E � E��
between the energies of the incident electrons and the
binding energies of the np��� core levels are indicated
in Table II for all the studied elements� These di�er�
ences correspond to the energy excess available to create
a supplementary excitation or ionization� As an exam�
ple� for Mo� at lower incident energies� the energy excess
is smaller than the binding energies of the �s and �p elec�
trons �Table I�� Consequently� only a valence electron can
be ejected� This leads to a d� d low energy excitation�
Indeed� the predominant role played by the unoccupied
d states in favoring the observation of the satellite� indi�
cates the higher transition probability to these states�

All these results con�rm the proposed interpretation
in Ref� �� From this� the �p��� satellite of the nd tran�
sition elements is due to the decay of the doubly�excited
�p�����nd

���d��d con�guration to the nd���d��d con�gura�

tion with two strongly correlated nd holes� The energies
of the L�� satellites have been calculated by considering
a supplementary vacancy in the �d subshell for the ele�
ments of atomic numbers between �� and ����� The cal�
culations are made in the intermediate coupling scheme
using an HFS �Hartree�Fock�Slater� program� with cor�
rections for relaxation and solid state e�ects� and the
obtained values are in agreement with our experimental
energies �Cf� Table IV��

Information on the nd distributions can be deduced
from our spectra� For the �d elements and a given over�
voltage� the intensity of the satellite with respect to that
of the parent line is proportional to the number of unoc�
cupied d states� On the other hand� the energy interval
between the satellite and the parent line is 	�� eV for
Fe� ��� eV for the �d elements� and �
 eV for W� This
interval is almost constant along the �d series� It is char�
acteristic of the studied transition involving the nd and
core subshells� Indeed� this energy interval corresponds



TABLE IV� Comparison between the experimental and theo�
retical energy of the maximum of the satellite line of the L��
band of the studied �d transition metals�

Z Element experiment �eV� theory �eV�a


� Y ���	 �

�� Zr ���� ������

�� Mo �	�� �	���	

�� Ru ���� ������

� Ag � 

	���

afrom Ref� ���

to the shift of the emission band in the presence of an
additional nd hole�
To our knowledge� only two previous calculations of

the satellite�parent line separation exist for the np emis�
sion bands� One of them is for the Zr L�� band�� � the
value obtained by the di�erence of the energies calcu�
lated for each of the emissions separately is ��� eV� while
the experimental separation is about � eV� We have cal�
culated the separation for Mo� We obtain by taking
into account the correlations among all the J�levels of
the various con�gurations involved a value of ��� eV��

in satisfactory agreement with the experimental value of
� � ��
 eV� The other one involves the L� emissions of
the 	d elements������ It was found that the satellite due
to the presence of an additional 	d vacancy in the va�
lence band of Fe lies about � eV above the parent line�
This could correspond to the broadening that we have
observed for the Fe L� band �see section III B�� No cal�
culation has been made for the L� emission�
No theoretical model exists to describe the emission

intensity in the region close to the threshold� where the
correlations are strong� One expects the probability to
create the doubly�excited �p�����nd

���d��d con�guration

of low energy to be large for the transition elements�
where occupied and unoccupied d states of high density
are present� Both L�� and L� satellites of the �d ele�
ments have this con�guration as initial state� However�
we have observed that the intensity of the L�� and L�
satellites varies in a very di�erent manner close to the
�p��� threshold� For L� emissions� the parent and satel�
lite are atomic transitions between core levels� whose in�
tensities vary in a similar manner� The L�� satellite is
a one�site process� owing to the presence of the two nd
holes at the �nal state� This induces a strong enhance�
ment of the relative intensity of the satellite with respect
to that of the emission band� These results reveal the
important role of the correlations between the nd holes
in the valence band of the transition elements�
The intensity of the Mo L�� satellite relative to that of

the parent line has been calculated for a ��
 overvoltage
and found equal to ���� For a ��� overvoltage ����
 eV��
no satellite is observed� We have tried to �t the L�� spec�
trum by taking into account the presence of a satellite at
�
�
 eV� i�e� at the position of the satellite observed at

lower electron energy� If a satellite would be present� its
relative intensity would be clearly lower than �� a value
much lower than the calculated one�
The existence of the satellite depends on the distribu�

tion of states within the valence and conduction bands �
it is observed for Mo metal but not for Mo in a silicide
�see Fig� ��� From calculations of the local and partial
density of states for Mo and Mo�Si��

����� the number of
Mo �d states in the silicide is about half of that in the
metal� The d states are more localized in the compound
than in the metal� Thus� an excitation energy closer of
the threshold should be necessary in order to observe the
satellite� This could explain why the satellite is not ob�
served with a ���� overvoltage�
Experiments using the synchrotron radiation have

been performed with excitation energy close to the
threshold of the L� emission of the 	d transition element
compounds� The existence of such a satellite has already
been seen��� but without any identi�cation or discussion�
It must be noted that the analyzed thickness is large in
the �uorescence experiments� due to the long range of
photons in the matter� Consequently� the reabsorption
e�ect is strong for the metals at open d subshell������ This
causes strong perturbations of the emission band above
the top of the valence band� where the high energy satel�
lite is expected� So great care must be taken to avoid
the reabsorption� in order to obtain reliable information
about the high energy satellite by x�ray �uorescence�
The excitation under electron bombardment presents

several advantages for this type of study� After an inelas�
tic scattering by a core electron� an incident electron of
initial energy near the excitation threshold is present in
the excited states of low energy� No selection rule exists
and all the empty states can accept the incident elec�
tron� thus simplifying the interpretation of the spectra in
the region of the threshold� No shift of the x�ray emis�
sions is expected as a function of the incident energy�
contrary to what is observed in resonant x�ray �uores�
cence spectroscopy� Consequently� the satellite can be
resolved from the parent emission� Due to the energy
distribution of the incident electrons inside the sample�
the excited states involved in the process are distributed
on a large energy range with respect to the optical energy
range� This energy distribution of the incident electrons
in the sample is also responsible for the observation of the
satellite in an energy range of about ��� eV above the
threshold�� Consequently� the x�ray emission induced by
electrons is a convenient tool for studying the elementary
excitations in the solid�

V� CONCLUSION

The present results show that experiments using the
electron impact can be performed close to the excitation
threshold of x�ray transitions� We have shown the exis�
tence of a satellite in the high energy side of the emission
band of the nd transition metals� It is interpreted by



the transition �p�����nd
��
� nd�� and is observable only

when the incident electron energy is close to the ioniza�
tion limit� The relative intensity of this satellite with
respect to the emission band varies in an unusual man�
ner with the incident electron energy� It is maximum for
impact energy near the threshold and decreases with in�
creasing electron energy� At higher electron energies� its
intensity is very low and the satellite smears out at the
foot of the parent line� We attribute this resonant�like
behaviour of the intensity to the atomic�like character of
the satellite with respect to the emission band and to
strong correlations between d holes in the valence band�
From the variation of the satellite intensity with respect
to that of the emission band� information on the dynam�
ics of the d � d intraband excitations and the character
of the d electrons can be deduced�
These experiments were made possible because of the

�ne tuning and experimental control �within a few eV�
of the electron energy� The quality of the experiments is

also due to the stability of the apparatus� during the data
acquisition� This is mandatory to collect emission bands
and satellite lines of weak intensities� This has allowed to
discriminate the di�erent behaviors of the parent line and
its satellite close to the ionization limit� and to observe
that the intensity of the satellite is higher than that of
the normal line under these electron impact conditions�
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